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Agarwood is a highly prized and useful forest product. In Southeast Asia, Aquilaria 
Malaccensis species are typically the most prevalent. This agarwood is usually used in 
the manufacture of medicine, the production of high-quality perfumes, and is also used 
in religious and ethnic ceremonies. According to the study, the agarwood grading 
process entirely relies on human senses. The graders will evaluate the agarwood oil's 
color concentration with their unaided eyes and evaluate the amount of scent emitted 
with their noses. This approach has been proven to have several limitations, including 
that the graders' health will suffer, the grading procedure will take a very long time, and 
will consume high operating expenses. Therefore, an established standard grading 
model that is faster, easier, and more accurate needs to be introduced. Previous 
researchers found that chemical compounds contained in agarwood oil can be used to 
grade the quality of agarwood oil. Therefore, this study has used the data obtained that 
contains significant chemical compounds as input to develop a grading model with the 
support of machine learning and artificial intelligence, which is the k-Nearest Neighbors 
(KNN) technique. The output of this grading model is the classification of agarwood oil 
according to its quality, which includes four different grades. The results of the 
implementation of KNN grading of this model found that this model has very excellent 
performance by obtaining 100% for each measurement for the performance evaluator 
of the classifier. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The resinous heartwood of diseased trees of the evergreen Aquilaria Malaccensis 
(Thymelaeaceae) is known as agarwood [1-4]. Normally this species of Agarwood can be found in 
Southeast Asia [1,3,4]. Agarwood has various benefits for humans. This is proven when there are 
discoveries related to its use in old manuscripts such as Sahih Muslim, Charaka Samhita, Torah, and 
Bhagavad Gita [5]. Before performing worship, every Muslim will usually apply agarwood oil, also 
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known as "Minyak Attar", to their clothes. This is because wearing fragrance is one of the Sunnah of 
Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. For Buddha believers, the scent of Nirvana is created by the aroma of 
burning agarwood [5]. 

Next, in Japan's history, before going to war, Samurai warriors would scent their amour with 
agarwood smoke to get good luck [5]. These are three examples of uses involving agarwood. In 
general, this agarwood is used to produce high-quality perfume oil, medicinal production, and use in 
worship events of a religion or ethnicity [1,3,6-11]. Also, in the past, it was considered a symbol of 
wealth for a kingdom or empire [1,5]. 

Although it has been used for a long time, the quality grading process of agarwood still maintains 
the old method [1,3,4,8-10]. Those who are experts at agarwood trees are indispensable in grading 
the quality of agarwood. First, they will measure the concentration level of the resulting agarwood 
colour [1]. Secondly, they will evaluate the strength of the smell of the agarwood either by burning 
it or smelling it directly [3]. This process only uses their senses, such as their eyes and nose. Usually, 
manufacturers of agarwood products such as agarwood oil and so on will obtain agarwood raw 
materials in large quantities for each delivery batch. Certainly, the process of evaluating one by one 
is very difficult because the specialist workforce is limited [1,3,5]. 

With this kind of situation, there can be some shortcomings in maintaining this grading method. 
Firstly, performing grading directly in large quantities will affect the health of those involved [1,3]. 
Second, the grading process requires a relatively long period of time since there are not many skilled 
workers [6-8]. Third, the long grading process will incur high operating costs. Fourth, training new 
employees in the intricacies of agarwood takes a long time and costs a lot [5]. Fifth, the grading 
through human sense is a little doubtful and cannot give a high guarantee regarding the accuracy of 
the grading made [1]. 

Because of that, a new grading method needs to be introduced. Previous research found a 
discovery that can achieve this goal. The discovery is related to the chemical compounds contained 
in agarwood oil [1,11]. For this research, the sample used is from the type of Aquilaria Malaccensis 
species. So, the chemical compounds contained in agarwood oil can be used to determine the level 
of quality of agarwood. The idea is to use artificial intelligence methods that involve machine 
learning. Some of the suggested techniques are Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multilayer 
Perception (MLP), Self-Organizing Map (SOM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), k-Nearest 
Neighbors(KNN), and more [1,6-11]. All the techniques that are suggested are suitable because all 
these techniques are developed to make classification either for linear data or non-linear data or 
both. Each of these techniques also has its own advantages. But for this study, the k-Nearest 
Neighbors (KNN) technique was chosen. This is because the KNN technique is easier to understand 
its concept and easier to implement in developing the grading model compared to other techniques 
[12-16]. Moreover, the objective of this study is to create an easy, fast, more efficient, and accurate 
grading model of agarwood oil qualities. 

In summary, the dataset used involves 660 samples of agarwood oil that includes eleven 
significant chemical compounds and has four different qualities (high, medium high, medium low, 
and low quality). This dataset will be used in developing the KKN grading method of agarwood oil 
qualities. 
 
2. Theoretical Work 
2.1 k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Technique 

 
One of the recommended methods for pattern classifiers is k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [17,18-

25]. It was discovered that the KNN offers a trustworthy result in categorization, classification, and 
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recognition, for examples in ECG databases [26], English and Arabic articles [18], textual information 
[21], network traffic [20], transformer windings [27], and EEG signals [22,28]. Therefore, this 
technique is both straightforward and effective [21]. If it functions as a classifier, this is because its 
training phase stores all the training data. Because the decision-making is based on a generalization 
technique outside of the training data immediately before a new instance is classified, it is also known 
as a lazy learner [21]. 

In 1991, Dasarathy developed the first theory behind the KNN algorithm [29]. In a complex 
dimensional space, it is described as the categorization of an item in a test data set based on the class 
of its k-Nearest Neighbors as shown in Figure 1 [30]. It implies that the classification is carried out 
utilizing the assignment of an example to the class related to its k-Nearest Neighbors [31]. The 
training and testing phases are considered vital aspects of implementing the KNN algorithm, 
encompassing tasks such as data preprocessing, parameter optimization, and model evaluation to 
ensure robust and accurate classification results [18,26,29]. The class labels and attribute vectors of 
training samples in a multidimensional space are kept during the training phase. Assigning a label 
that is frequently repeated among the k (number of Nearest Neighbors selected by the user) training 
examples closest to the test point is how a test example is categorized in the testing stage [26]. All 
training test points are separated from this test point by a computed distance, and the closest 
distance is chosen [18]. Several distance measures must be followed when dealing with KNN. Some 
of them are Euclidean, city block, and correlation [26]. Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of KNN 
techniques followed by how KNN works in term of closest neighbors’ rule in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) technique works [18] 
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Fig. 2. The hierarchy of the KNN technique 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. KNN works in term of closest neighbors’ concept 
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It is necessary to modify the distance measure before KNN execution. A variety of distance 
metrics, including city block, correlation, and Euclidean, can be applied. The distance metric used in 
this investigation was the Euclidean. It is determined by using the square root discrepancies between 
two objects coordinates as shown in Figure 4.  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Euclidean distance based on 
Pythagorean theorem [26] 

 
The formula for Euclidean distance is displayed in equation (1) [26]. 

 

                         (1) 
 
where xsj is an object at coordinate sj and ytj is another object at coordinate tj and dst is a distance 
between them. 

KNN has been employed as a classifier in numerous investigations on agarwood oil [32-34]. Both 
the sensor intensities of chemical compounds received from the E-Nose [34] and the abundances of 
chemical compounds derived from the GC-MS analysis [33,35] were used as inputs in these 
experiments. Euclidean distance was utilized in all experiments [33-35] as a distance metric for KNN 
parameters, and the chosen number of nearest neighbors was 5 [34] and 20 [33]. Training and testing 
data sets were split 80:20 [34] and 70:30 [32] respectively. These research [33-35] have successfully 
classified agarwood oil into high and low grade with accuracy ranging from 80% to 100%. 

 
2.2 Confusion Matrix  

 
A confusion matrix is made up of the categorization of that specific class stated as a matrix column 

and the actual class expressed as a matrix row. The frequency of a class i object assigned to a class j 
is provided by the element M[i][j]. True classifications can be shown in the diagonal elements. The 
total row i in an unnormalized matrix equals the total number of elements from class i that are shown 
in the data set. [35]. Table 1 presents a confusion matrix for binary forecast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑑𝑠𝑡 = %& (𝑥𝑠𝑗 − 𝑦𝑡𝑗 )2
𝑛

𝑗=1
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Table 1 
4x4 Confusion matrix classification 
 Predicted 

Ac
tu

al
 class I False negative (fn) False negative (fn) False negative (fn) False negative (fn) 

class II False negative (fn) False negative (fn) False negative (fn) False negative (fn) 
class III False negative (fn) False negative (fn) False negative (fn) False negative (fn) 
class IV true negative  (tn) true negative  (tn) true negative  (tn) true negative  (tn) 

 *Examples calculate for class IV 
 

By counting the number of class samples that were correctly identified, true positive (tp) is 
evaluated. The number of accurately categorized samples that are not included in the class is known 
as the true negative (tn). False positives are samples that were misclassified into the category. 
Samples that were not designated as class samples are known as false negatives (fn) [36,37]. 

Accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity are four measurements that can be assessed using 
the confusion matrix. The ultimate success of a classifier is accuracy (acc). It can be computed using 
equation (2) [37]. 
 

             (2) 
 
The class repeatability of the data labels with the positive labels is known as precision (prec). The 

equation is displayed in equation (3) [37] 
 

               (3) 
 
The ability of a classifier to identify positive labels is known as sensitivity (sens). The equation is 

shown in equation (4) [37]. 
 

              (4) 
 
The ability of a classifier to identify false positives is known as specificity (spec). The calculation is 

a representation of the equation (5) [37]. 
 

               (5) 
      

3. Methodology 
 

The process of developing the KNN grading model of agarwood oil qualities in stages is explained 
in Figure 5. Essentially, this procedure is divided into three steps. Data preprocessing is used to 
prepare the data set in the first stage. The second stage concentrates on the KNN grading model 
development. The evaluation of the model grade that has been developed is the third and last stage. 
 
 
 

𝑎𝑐𝑐 =
𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛 + 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛
 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝
 

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛
 

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 =
𝑡𝑛

𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛
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3.1 Data Preprocessing 
 
Data normalization, data randomization, and data division have all been part of this data 

preprocessing. To determine the quantity of chemical components, the raw sample (agarwood oil) 
was first subjected to a GC-MS analysis. The content data was then transformed into digital data for 
further purpose. The 22 samples used contained 103 different chemical compounds, according to the 
results of the GC-MS analysis. The 22 samples data information was insufficient. Therefore, significant 
chemical compounds of agarwood oil quality were obtained using Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA).  

Out of 103 chemical compounds, only 11 were determined to be significant using PCA analysis. 
Due to the greater cost of agarwood oil samples and the limited sample size of the genuine data, 
which can result in a failure in the suitability test for factor analysis, artificial data was manufactured 
using a technique known as MUNGE. MUNGE was approached to generate the artificial data to 
overcome the higher cost of agarwood oil samples and the limitation of actual data samples issues. 
As a result, 660 samples in total were generated as artificial data consisting of eleven chemical 
compounds and classified into four qualities (high, medium high, medium low, and low quality) 
referred to the real data. 

 The data was split into training and testing datasets using a "Holdout" partition with an 80:20 
ratio as recommended by previous researcher, before moving on to the next phase. The reason is 
that the training dataset (80 percent of total data) is used to develop the model, and the testing 
dataset (20 percent of total data) is used to test the developed model. 
 
3.2 Model Development 
  

The classification method employed was known as k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN). The inputs for 
training and testing were obtained from data preparation as mentioned before. Next, the KNN 
settings were established according to the classification rules listed below, including the number of 
nearest neighbors, distance metric, and tie-breaking algorithm: 
 

• Input: eleven significant chemical compounds. 
• Output: grade of Agarwood oil (high, medium high, medium low, and low quality). 
• Number of nearest neighbors (k): 5 [38-40]. 
• Distance metric: Euclidean distances [38-40]. 
• Tie breaking algorithm: random [39,40]. 

 
For each nearest neighbor’s number, KNN data were trained, tested, and validated. 

 
3.3 Confusion Matrices 

 
After that, the accuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity of the KNN training, testing, and 

validation results were computed using confusion matrices. Starting with the production of a 4x4 
confusion matrix table, followed by the calculation of accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity, and ending 
with calculation of precision. The evaluation of the developed model will determine if it is acceptable 
or needs to be improved based on the value of the outcome of this computation as shown in Figure 
5. 
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Fig. 5. The process of developing the KNN grading model of agarwood oil 
qualities 

 
4. Results and Discussion 
 

Based on Agarwood samples and chemical substances that are represented by percentages of 
abundances, the GC-MS results were tallied and analyzed. The dimensions of the GC-MS data were 
22 by 103. There were 22 samples of agarwood oil and 11 significant chemical compounds after data 
preprocessing process. The agarwood oil samples were given the following designations: CKE, CM,  

EO2, EO3, EO4, HD, HG, JBD, KB, LA, LG, M, MA, MA1, MA2, MN, MNS, MPE, MS, R5, RG, and T. 
Based on some past published works, Table 2 shows the Agarwood oil grades for the samples 
indicated. 
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Table 2 
Agarwood oil grades for 22 samples according to literatures 
References Grade Agarwood Oil Samples 
[41,42] High MA2, JBD 
[43] High CM, EO2, E03, EO4, HG, JBD, KB, LA, LG, M, 

MA, MA1, MA2, MN, MNS, MPE, MS, RG, T 
Low CKE, HD, R5 

[44] A Supreme, Deluxe JBD, KB, MA, MA1, MA2, T 
 
Next, the 11 significant chemical compounds that were selected are stated in Table 3. All these 

11 significant chemical compounds were obtained through the implementation of Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) as stated in the Methodology section. 

 
Table 3 
Names and retention indices of all eleven significant chemical compounds after the PCA 
analysis 

No. Name of Significant Chemical Compounds Retention Index 
1 10-epi-γ-eudesmol 1621 
2 α-agarofuran 1547 
3 β-agarofuran 1474 
4 γ-eudesmol 1635 
5 dihydrocollumellarin 1962 
6 valerianol 1656 
7 ar-curcumene 1479 
8 β-dihydro agarofuran 1502 
9 α-guaiene 1437 
10 allo aromadendrene epoxide 1639 
11 γ-cadinene 1513 

 
There were 660 samples that were used as inputs to develop this grading model. Table 4 lists the 

number of each quality implemented throughout this process. Out of 660 samples, 330 samples 
were grouped as high quality (50%), 30 samples represented the medium high-quality group (4.55%), 
90 samples were grouped as medium low quality (13.64%), and the rest, with 210 samples, were 
from the low quality group (31.83%). 

 
Table 4 
Data quantity based on the qualities  
Qualities Quantity Percentages (%) 
High 330 50.00 
Medium High 30 4.55 
Medium Low 90 13.64 
Low 210 31.82 

 
Using the 80:20 ratio as described, a total of 528 random samples were taken as training data to 

develop the KNN grading model. The model has been successfully developed. Then 132 samples were 
used to test this model. The testing process is conducted by making a grading comparison between 
actual data and predicted data. Based on the results of the comparison between actual data and 
predicted data during this testing process, a 4x4 confusion matrix table was created. Figure 6 shows 
the confusion matrix table that compares the grading process between actual and predicted data. 
Through the confusion matrix table, there is no grading error for predicted data comparing to actual 
data used. 
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Fig. 6. 4x4 confusion matrix table classifier of 
agarwood oil qualities 

 
Based on the results of the confusion matrix table, accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and precision 

were calculated. All four measurements are at 100%. This excellent result was obtained because 
there was no grading error, and this made the values zero for both "false negative" and "false 
positive". 

 
5. Conclusions 

 
An algorithm with multiclass classification ability was needed to classify agarwood oil into more 

than two grades. If the algorithm that was created to classify binary classification was used in this 
study, it needs to be improved first. That is why the k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm was chosen 
for this study, because it has already been designed to solve the multiclass classification problem 
with no need for improvement. Plus, this KNN model was using Euclidean distance to search for the 
nearest neighbors before classifying it. The Euclidean distance metric is one of the good choices in 
handling such huge data. Based on the evaluation result, it is proven that the KNN model is one of 
the suitable algorithms to be implemented. Furthermore, with a classification accuracy of 100 
percent for such large nonlinear data samples as the agarwood oil data sample used, there is no 
doubt that the model should be proposed as the main algorithm in future nonlinear data classification 
studies. 

The findings of this study will aid other researchers in determining the unique properties of 
agarwood oil. The k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) technique was used to create the intelligent model, 
which is important for the forthcoming investigation, especially in the agarwood oil categorization 
system. It is suggested that the agarwood oil model be designed using different technique to 
categorize more than two grades of agarwood oil quality in future studies. Their outcomes may then 
be compared and evaluated. 
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